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Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Price with discount £633.00
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Full Description

Fry perfectly crisp and fluffy chips every single time with the Silverlink 600 Electric Counter Top
Fryer. Delivering 12kg of chips per hour, it's ideal for cafes, pubs and restaurants. The fryer is
designed to plug in and play so you'll be serving perfect chips in no time at all. The fryer comes
with an innovative deep cool zone, which collects cooking debris to prolong the life of the oil and
therefore save you money. Sturdy stainless steel means it's built to last, hinged elements give
easy access during cleaning, and you're in control via the accurate thermostat throughout the
entire cooking process.

Delivering 12kg of chips per hour, perfect for cafes, pubs and restaurants
Front mounted controls for safety
Hinged elements to give easy access during cleaning
Cool zone collects cooking debris - gives cleaner cooking results and saves money by
prolonging the life of the oil

Thermostatically controlled to give accurate cooking temperatures throughout cooking. Fail-
safe top temperature cut out ensures safe operation.
Fully moulded 304 stainless steel tank and heavy duty nickel plated baskets for the most
demanding of operations
Front drain off tap for easy removal of cooking oil
Plug and play for an easy installation

 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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